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This paper [1] investigated the equivalency between generalized hypergraphs and undirected graphs,
in the sense that a natural random walk on the hypergraph is equivalent to the natural random walk on
a weighted undirected clique graph. A generalized hypergraph is defined asH (V, E ,W,Q1,Q2),
where W ∈ R|E|×|E| is the edge-weights diagonal matrix with entries W (e, e) = ω(e) , Q1 and
Q2 are in-edge vertex weight matrix and the out-edge vertex weight matrix, each of which can
be edge-independent or edge-dependent. The clique graph of H (V, E ,W,Q1,Q2) is denoted as
GC , which is an unweighted graph with vertices V and edge set EGC = {(u, v) : u, v ∈ e, e ∈ E}.
Actually, GC turns all hyperedges into cliques.
Definition 1 (Unified random walk on hypergraphs). The unified random walk on a hypergraphH
is defined in a two-step manner: Given the current vertex u, first choose an arbitrary hyperedge e
incident to u, with the probability

p1 =
w(e)

∑
v∈V Q2(v, e)ρ

(∑
v∈V Q2(v, e)

)
Q1(u, e)∑

e∈E w(e)
∑
v∈V Q2(v, e)ρ

(∑
v∈V Q2(v, e)

)
Q1(u, e)

,

then choose an arbitrary vertex v from e, with the probability

p2 =
Q2(v, e)∑
v∈V Q2(v, e)

,

where ω(e) denotes the hyperedge weight and ρ(·) is a real-valued function that acts on the degree of
the hyperedge and is used to control the random process. Consider an example with ρ = (·)σ. For
positive values of σ, the hyperedges with large degree will dominate the random process. Conversely,
when σ is negative, hyperedges with small degree are likely to drive the random walk process.
Theorem 1 (Equivalency between generalized hypergraph and weighted undigraph). When
H (V, E ,W,Q1,Q2) satisfies any of the condition bellow:

Condition (1): Q1 and Q2 are both edge-independent;

Condition (2): Q1 = kQ2 (k ∈ R),

there exists a weighted undirected clique graph GC such that a random walk onH is equivalent to a
random walk on GC .
Corollary 1. Let D̂v be a |V| × |V| diagonal matrix with entries D̂v(v, v) := d̂(v) :=∑
e∈E w(e)δ(e)ρ(δ(e))Q2(v, e). No matter H satisfies condition (1) or condition (2) in the above

theorem, it obtains the unified explicit of stationary distribution π and Laplacian matrix L as

π =
1>D̂v

1>D̂v1
and L = I− D̂−1/2v Q2Wρ (De)Q

>
2 D̂
−1/2
v .

Based on the above results, graph convolutions on hypergraphs are transformed to graph convolutions
on the corresponding undirected graphs. Then the GCNNs on hypergraphs can be constructed by
replacing the Laplacian in normal GCNNs to be the one corresponds to hypergraphs.
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